Abstract: Coal resources perform an important role in China’s energy structure. Hydraulic support is the main supporting equipment of fully mechanized mining face in coal mines. Because the hydraulic support frequently bears the impact pressure from the working face, it is very easy to cause failure of the balance jack. In order to solve the problem that the balance jack easily damaged by impact and improve the impact resistance of the hydraulic support, an improved fast response balance jack with multiple adaptive buffers was proposed in this paper. The energy dissipation characteristics of the balance jack were analyzed by establishing the mathematical model of the multiple buffering process of it. Based on ADAMS, the dynamic simulation model of the hydraulic support was constructed, and the mechanical response characteristics of the proposed balance jack and the traditional balance jack under different impact loads were compared and analyzed. By changing the equivalent stiffness of the novel balance jack system, the influence of different initial inflation pressure and length of the buffer cavity on the dynamic performance of the novel balance jack was discussed. The results show that compared with the traditional balance jack, the multi-adaptive response balance jack proposed in this paper can reduce the peak force of the hinge point by about 24.6% and the fluctuation frequency was also significantly reduced under the ultimate load condition at the front end of the top beam, which has better impact resistance. When the initial inflation pressure of the buffer cavity is 40–45 MPa and the initial length is less than 105 mm, a better buffer effect can be achieved. This study provides a new solution to solve the failure problem of the balance jack under the underground impact pressure and improve the safety and reliability of hydraulic support.
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1. Introduction

China is rich in coal resources and production. Coal resources perform an important role in China’s energy structure [1]. Hydraulic support is the main supporting equipment of fully mechanized mining face in coal mines [2]. The two-column shield hydraulic support is widely used because of its simple structure and strong adaptability. The posture of the two-column shield hydraulic support is adjusted by the balance jack of the key components to make it in a reasonable working position [3,4]. The load types of hydraulic support in the working process are mainly static load and impact load [5]. With the continuous improvement of mining intensity and mining depth, the high-strength impact load frequently acts on hydraulic support [6–8], causing the balance jack, its connecting
ear seat, and other parts to be easily damaged. This further affects the normal work of the hydraulic support and the smooth progress of fully mechanized mining [9,10].

With the application of ultra-large mining height technology, the failure of the balance jack occurs frequently in the working face with serious rock burst. Figure 1 shows the typical actual failure mode of the balancing jack, which is mainly manifested as: the piston rod connection is damaged, the piston rod is bent, the connecting pin shaft is broken, and the pin hole is deformed. Therefore, the development of a novel balance jack with large buffer capacity and fast response is of great application value to improve the impact resistance of hydraulic support.

![Figure 1. Actual failure mode: (a) hydraulic support; (b) the balance jack; (c) damage at the connection of piston rod; (d) piston rod bending; (e) the coupling pin shaft is broken; (f) pin hole deformation.](image)

In order to study the dynamic response of the key components such as the hydraulic support column and the balance jack under the impact load, and improve the impact resistance of the hydraulic support, scholars in China and abroad have conducted a lot of simulation and experimental studies on the hydraulic support. G.S.P. Singh and U.K. Singh put forward a numerical simulation method to predict the performance of hydraulic support. It was concluded that the dynamic load caused by coal seam collapse is the main cause of support collapse [11]. A.K. Verma and M. Shabanimashcool et al. established numerical models of a fully mechanized mining face and analyzed the interaction between the support and working face [12,13]. Andrzej Pytlik simulated the working process of the safety valve under impact load and proposed a new safety protection device to improve the response speed of unloading [14]. Dawid Szurgacz, through the dynamic load impact test of hydraulic support, concluded that the key to ensuring the safety work of the support is the safety valve, and more effective methods should be used to reduce the impact on the hydraulic support [15,16]. To study the dynamic response characteristics of hydraulic support under impact load. Liu Xinke established the dynamic characteristic analysis model of a hydraulic support column under impact load, and realized the numerical simulation of the dynamic response of a column under impact load [17]. Using the multi-body dynamics simulation analysis method, Wan Lirong analyzed the force change and force transfer process of the hydraulic support shield beam under impact load [18]. X.T. Zeng studied the motion trend and mechanical response of the support when the impact load acted on the top beam and the shield beam, indicating that the support was more vulnerable to damage when the impact load acted on the top beam and the shield beam simultaneously [19]. Z.K. Yang built a dynamic simulation platform for the rigid-flexible impact of an ultra-large mining height hydraulic support, and simulated the stress state
of the hinge point when the support is subjected to impact load at different positions [20] to study the important role of the balance jack in the working process of hydraulic support. Yang Peiju pointed out that the balance jack performs an important role in keeping the posture stability of hydraulic support through field observation on the fully mechanized mining face [21]. Li Huamin et al. pointed out that the coal caving face in a thick coal seam is more likely to damage the traditional balance jack of hydraulic support due to the changeable position of coal caving [22]. Li Jianping and Xu Yajun studied the bearing characteristics of the hydraulic support. It was concluded that increasing the working resistance of the balance jack can effectively improve the bearing capacity of the support [23,24]. Liang Lichuang established the ADAMS dynamic simulation model of the hydraulic support, studied the force transfer characteristics of each hinge point when the support top beam was subjected to impact load at different positions, and obtained that the position of impact load had greater influence on the force of the hinge point of the top beam and shield beam and the hinge point of the balance jack [25]. The ADAMS rigid-flexible coupling model of hydraulic support was established by Zeng Qingliang. The load changes in hinge points and key components of hydraulic support under different roof pressures were analyzed. It was concluded that load on hydraulic support has great influence on the force of hinge points, columns, and the balance jack [26,27]. Meng Zhaosheng analyzed the stability of hydraulic support with a large mining height. It was concluded that the working resistance and position of the balance jack have great influence on the hydraulic support [28]. To solve the failure problem of the balance jack, Wang Guofa proposed to install a mechanical limiting device between the top beam and the shield beam to prevent the damage to the balance jack and its connecting ear pedestal [29]. Shang Huiling et al. proposed using a large flow safety valve to improve the shock resistance of the balance jack [30]. Sun Yufei added the inner overflow circuit in the hydraulic control circuit of the balance jack, which effectively improved the filling speed and support efficiency [31].

The existing literature has conducted a lot of analysis and research on the mechanical response and dynamic response of the key components of the hydraulic support and the failure and protection of the balance jack under impact pressure. However, most of the existing research regards the balance jack as a whole elastic element, which cannot effectively study the dynamic response of the balance jack under the underground impact pressure. Moreover, the current solutions for the damage to the balance jack cannot completely overcome the problem that the balance jack easily fails under the underground impact pressure. Therefore, to improve the response speed of the balance jack and its impact resistance, this paper proposed an improved fast response balance jack with multiple adaptive buffers. Moreover, the dynamic response characteristics and influencing factors of the novel balance jack after impact were analyzed and studied.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Structure Analysis of the Novel Balance Jack with Multiple Adaptive Buffers

Figure 2 is the structure comparison diagram of the traditional balance jack and the multi-adaptive response balance jack [32]. It can be seen from the comparison between Figure 2a,b that compared with the traditional balance jack, the buffer cavity is added on both sides of the multi-adaptive response balance jack to achieve the purpose of fast buffer and multiple protection. The floating piston is used to separate the oil cavity from the buffer cavity, and controls the opening and closing of the unloading hole on the cylinder body. The position of the floating piston is limited by the limit boss to prevent the floating piston from hindering the normal operation of the balance jack. In addition, when the balance jack is impacted and the oil in the oil cavity is completely overflowed, the piston rod reaches the stroke limit, and the rigid contact between the piston rod and the limit boss can offset part of the impact force. If the contact force is too large, it also damages the limit boss and the piston rod itself.
When the impact pressure acts on the front end of the top beam of the hydraulic support, the balance jack is pressed rapidly, and the pressure in the rodless cavity increases rapidly. If the safety valve can respond in time, it shall be unloaded by the safety valve firstly. If the safety valve fails to respond in time, it shall be quickly buffered by compressing the buffer cavity until the pressure increases to the opening pressure of the unloading hole on the cylinder body, and the unloading hole on the cylinder body begins overflow unloading. On the contrary, when the impact pressure acts on the rear end of the top beam or the shield beam, resulting in the tension of the balance jack, the principle is similar to the compression process.


The buffering process of multi-adaptive response balance jack proposed in this paper can be divided into four stages. In order to analyze the energy dissipation mechanism of each buffer process, detailed derivation and analysis are carried out for each stage.

(1) Compression oil stage: The oil pressure in the cavity is less than the opening pressure of the safety valve and the equivalent stiffness of the oil is calculated by Equation (1):

\[ k_y = \frac{A\beta}{L} \] (1)

where \( k_y \) is the oil equivalent stiffness, N/m; \( A \) is the effective area of hydraulic cylinder transmitting liquid force, m\(^2\); \( \beta \) is volume elastic modulus of emulsion, \( \beta = 1.95 \) GPa; and \( L \) is the length of the effective liquid column in hydraulic cylinder, m.

(2) The safety valve opening overflow stage: The balance jack shows constant pressure characteristics. The oil pressure in the cavity is always equal to the set pressure of the safety valve and the force is calculated by Equation (2):

\[ F_1 = A \cdot P_1 \] (2)

where \( F_1 \) is oil cavity equivalent force, N; \( P_1 \) is safety valve setting pressure, MPa; and \( A \) is effective area of hydraulic cylinder transmitting liquid force, m\(^2\).

(3) Compression buffer cavity stage: Due to the untimely response of the safety valve, the oil pressure in the cavity of the process is greater than the set pressure of the safety valve. Since the whole buffer process is complex, to facilitate the construction of the mathematical model of the process the following assumptions are made for the whole process: the heat exchange between the hydraulic cylinder and the outside during the buffering process are ignored; the compressibility, leakage, and viscosity change in oil are ignored; and the flow state is turbulent.

As shown in Figure 3, when the sealed high-pressure gas is used for buffering, as equivalent stiffness \( C \) [33], the internal energy \( E_1 \) generated in the buffer cavity and the total mechanical energy \( E_2 \) generated by the working parts in the buffering process are calculated by Equations (3)–(5).
Figure 3. Schematic diagram of buffer process of multi-adaptive response balance jack.

\[
C = \frac{1.4A^2 \cdot p_0 \cdot V_0^{1.4}}{(V_0 - Ax)^{2.4}}
\]

(3)

\[
E_1 = p_c A_c I_c
\]

(4)

\[
E_2 = p_p A_p F_p + \frac{1}{2} m_1 v_1^2 - F_f L_c + \frac{1}{2} m_2 v_2^2 - F_f L_c
\]

(5)

where \(C\) is gas spring equivalent stiffness, N/m; \(A\) is Ggas effective area, m\(^2\); \(p_0\) is buffer cavity initial pressure, MPa; \(V_0\) is buffer cavity initial volume, m\(^3\); \(x\) is floating piston displacement, m; \(p_c\) is the average buffer pressure in buffer cavity; \(p_p\) is the balance jack rodless cavity oil pressure; \(A_c\) is the Effective working area of buffer cavity; \(A_p\) is the Effective working area of rodless oil cavity; \(L\) is the Buffer stroke; \(m_1\) is the piston rod mass; \(v_1\) is the piston rod speed; \(F_f\) is the piston rod friction; \(m_2\) is the floating piston mass; \(v_2\) is the floating piston speed; and \(F_f\) is the floating piston friction.

When \(E_1 = E_2\) the mechanical energy of the working parts is all absorbed by the buffer cavity gas, and thus:

\[
p_c = \frac{p_p A_p F_p + \frac{1}{2} m_1 v_1^2 - F_f L_c + \frac{1}{2} m_2 v_2^2 - F_f L_c}{A_c L_c}
\]

(6)

The overflow stage of the cylinder unloading hole: The balance jack shows constant pressure characteristics. The oil pressure in the cavity is always equal to the opening pressure of the unloading hole on the cylinder body, and the force is:

\[
F_2 = A \cdot P_2
\]

(7)

where \(F_2\) is the oil cavity equivalent force, N; \(P_2\) is the setting pressure of cylinder unloading hole, MPa; and \(A\) is the effective area of hydraulic cylinder transmitting liquid force, m\(^2\).

Through the above analysis, the force characteristics and energy dissipation law of each buffer stage are obtained. The main influencing factors of the buffer process are clarified. This provides a theoretical basis for subsequent simulation analysis and parameter research.

2.3. Establishment of Impact Dynamic Simulation Model for Hydraulic Support

Figure 4 is the overall simulation model diagram of ZY21000/38/82D two-column shield hydraulic support. Figure 4a shows the simulation model of hydraulic support with the traditional balance jack, and Figure 4b shows the simulation model of hydraulic support with the novel balance jack. The maximum supporting height of this type of hydraulic support is 8.2 m, and the maximum working resistance is 21,000 kN. The support height selected in this paper is 6.65 m. The hinged shafts are connected by revolute pairs. The
base and the ground are connected by a fixed pair. The oil cavity and buffer cavity of the column and the novel balance jack are replaced by the spring damping system and equivalent force, respectively. The force is directly applied to the top beam by STEP function. The stable load acts on the top column and the impact load acts on the front end of the middle line of the top beam. In order to ensure the accuracy of the model as much as possible and improve the analysis accuracy, the equivalent force of the column and the balance jack was set as the change function of the cylinder stroke through the AKISPL function.

Figure 4. Simulation model diagram: (a) simulation model of hydraulic support with the traditional balance jack; (b) simulation model of hydraulic support with the novel balance jack.

The equivalent schematic diagram of the hydraulic support column, the traditional balance jack and the novel balancing jack with multiple adaptive responses are shown in Figure 5. The data in Table 1 is substituted into Equations (1), (3) and (8) to calculate the equivalent stiffness.

Figure 5. The equivalent schematic diagram: (a) column; (b) the traditional balance jack; (c) the novel balance jack with multi-adaptive response.
Table 1. Main parameters of column and the balance jack when the support height is 6.65 m.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cylinder</th>
<th>Outer Diameter/mm</th>
<th>Inner Diameter/mm</th>
<th>Effective Length of Liquid Column/mm</th>
<th>Buffer Cavity Length/mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The balance jack</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First stage</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>2113</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second stage</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>775</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, when the hydraulic support works in practice, the first cylinder of the column completely extends and the second cylinder begins to extend. Therefore, when the support height is 6.65 m, the two cylinders of the column are in a working state, which is equivalent to two equivalent springs in series. At this time, the total equivalent spring stiffness should be calculated by Equation (8):

$$ k = \frac{k_1 \cdot k_2}{k_1 + k_2} $$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $k$ is total equivalent stiffness, N/m; $k_1$ is the equivalent stiffness of the first cylinder, N/m; and $k_2$ is the equivalent stiffness of the second cylinder, N/m.

2.4. Reliability Verification of Simulation Model

According to the column upper- and lower-cylinder initial pressure, $P_{up} = 28$ MPa and $P_{low} = 29$ MPa, respectively, combined with the column-specific size, the column upper- and lower-cylinder initial pressure can be calculated, $F_{up} = 3175$ kN and $F_{low} = 6395$ kN, respectively. The stable load of 14,000 kN was applied on the top beam near the column to obtain the working resistance and compression curve of the hydraulic support, as shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6](image.png)

Figure 6. The stable working state diagram of the support under 14,000 kN load.

As shown in Figure 6, the force on the column increases with the increase in load, and the length of the column hardly changes before the load on the top beam reaches the initial support force of the column. When the load borne by the top beam is greater than the initial support force of the column, the column begins to be compressed with the increase in the load borne by the top beam. After the load is stable, the column height does not change. The force of the column after stabilization is about 7150 kN, which is slightly larger than half of the pressure load of the top beam, because the column also bears the gravity of the top beam, meeting the actual working conditions. Therefore, the model has certain reliability.
3. Comparative Analysis of Response Results under Different Impact Loads

When the simulation time is 1 s, the impact loads of 500 kN and 900 kN are applied to the front end of the top beam, respectively. On the premise that the safety valve does not respond, the mechanical response characteristics of the traditional balance jack and the novel balance jack with multi-adaptive response are compared and analyzed.

Figure 7 shows the force comparison between the traditional balance jack and the novel balance jack with multi-adaptive response when the front end of the hydraulic support top beam is subjected to 500 kN impact load. As shown in the figure, the force change in hinge points at both ends of the balance jack are basically the same. When subjected to stable load stage and small impact load, the peak force, fluctuation frequency, and stability time of the hinge point of the traditional balance jack and the novel balance jack are basically the same, and the fluctuation peak value is slightly different. This is because when the front end of the top beam is subjected to a small impact load, because the pressure in the oil cavity of the novel balance jack is less than the initial inflation pressure in the buffer cavity, the floating piston in the buffer cavity hardly produces displacement, and this process is mainly manifested in the oil compression characteristics. Therefore, there is little difference between the force changes in the traditional balance jack and the novel balance jack after being impacted. The above results shows that the novel balance jack with multi-adaptive response can ensure the normal operation of hydraulic support.

![Figure 7](image1.png)

**Figure 7.** Force at hinge point: (a) The hinge point of top beam-balance jack. (b) The hinge point of shield beam-balance jack.

Figure 8 shows the force comparison between the traditional balance jack and the novel balance jack with multi-adaptive response when the front end of the hydraulic support jack beam is subjected to 900 kN impact load. As shown in the figure, the peak force of the hinge joint of the traditional balance jack can reach about 4230 kN, and in a short time, the vibration frequency is high, which can easily cause the balance jack to be bent or its connecting ear base to break. The peak force of the hinge joint of the novel response balance jack with multi-adaptive is about 3190 kN, which is only 0.754 times the peak force of the hinge joint of the traditional balance jack. Due to the buffer energy absorption effect of the buffer cavity, the frequency of force change in the hinge joint is low and quickly reaches stability. The reason is that when the front end of the top beam is subjected to a large impact load, because the pressure in the oil cavity of the novel balance jack is greater than the initial inflation pressure of the buffer cavity, the buffer cavity is compressed and absorbs energy. Therefore, after being impacted, the force of the novel balance jack is significantly reduced. From the above comparison, it can be seen that the novel balance jack with multi-adaptive response can effectively reduce the force on its hinge joint and reduce the impact damage to the balance jack itself when it is subjected to a large impact load.
4. Discussion

This section mainly analyzes the influencing factors of the buffering performance of the novel balance jack. When the front end of the top beam is subjected to impact load, if the safety valve cannot respond normally, the buffer is buffered by compressing the buffer cavity of the novel balance jack, which can effectively avoid the damage to the balance jack. The structural parameters of the buffer cavity have a great influence on the working process of the multi-adaptive response balance jack. This section mainly discusses the influence of different structural parameters of the buffer cavity on the dynamic response of the balance jack under impact. Because the tension process is similar to the compression process, this section mainly focuses on the simulation analysis of the balance jack compression process. The stable load applied in this section is 14,000 kN, and the impact load is 850 kN.

4.1. Influence of Initial Inflation Pressure of Buffer Cavity

The length of the buffer cavity was set to 105 mm, and the initial inflation pressure in the buffer cavity was set to 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50 MPa. The mechanical response and motion response characteristics of the novel balance jack under the same impact load were compared and analyzed.

Figure 9 is the force change diagram of the hinge point between the top beam and the balance jack when the front end of the top beam is subjected to rapid impact load. It can be seen from the figure that with the increase in the initial inflation pressure of the buffer cavity, the stable force of the hinge point decreases as a whole. When the initial inflation pressure of the buffer cavity is less than or equal to 45 Mpa, the lower the initial inflation pressure is, the force at the hinge point of the balance jack performs with larger fluctuation amplitude and lower frequency. Moreover, the lower initial inflation pressure also leads to the greater peak force at the hinge point and longer stabilization time for the balance jack. This is because the lower the initial inflation pressure is, the smaller the buffer force is, the easier the buffer cavity is compressed, and the worse the buffer effect is. When the initial inflation pressure of the buffer cavity is greater than 45 Mpa, the higher the initial inflation pressure is, the force at the hinge point of the balance jack performs with larger fluctuation amplitude and higher frequency. Moreover, the higher initial inflation pressure also leads to the greater peak force at the hinge point and shorter stabilization time for the balance jack. This is because the higher the initial inflation pressure is, the greater the buffer force is, and the buffer cavity is more difficult to be compressed, which cannot buffer effectively. From the point of view of force at the hinge point, when the length of buffer cavity is 105 mm, the initial inflation pressure is 40-45 Mpa, and the buffer effect is better. Therefore, reasonable that initial inflation pressure must be set according to the actual work requirements.
Figure 9. (a) The force comparison of hinge point between top beam and the balance jack. (b) Peak force and stable force of hinge point.

Figure 10 is the response diagram of the velocity and peak fitting of velocity fluctuation of the piston rod of the balance jack when the front end of the top beam is subjected to a rapid impact load. It can be seen from the figure that the lower the initial inflation pressure of the buffer cavity, the greater the maximum value of the piston rod speed is after impact, the lower the fluctuation frequency is and the longer the time to stabilize is. The reason is that the lower the initial inflation pressure of the buffer cavity is, the easier it is to be compressed, and the less energy absorbed appears in the buffer process. The lower the initial inflation pressure of the buffer chamber is, the slower the speed attenuation is, and the greater the peak value of the speed fluctuation is, the greater the inertia impact it receives, and the more likely it is to cause damage to the balance jack. The higher the initial inflation pressure of the buffer cavity, the higher the speed change frequency of the piston rod after impact. Moreover, the higher initial inflation pressure also leads to the higher impact frequency on itself and the connecting ear seat in a short time, which is more likely to cause damage to the balance jack and reduce its service life. Therefore, in order to reduce the impact on the balance jack as much as possible, the initial inflation pressure of the buffer chamber should not be too low or too high. In the data compared by this group of simulation, the initial inflation pressure is set at 40~45 MPa, which has a better buffer effect.

Figure 11a is schematic diagram of vertical displacement change in the centroid of top beam. Figure 11b is the response diagram of displacement change in vertical direction of the centroid of the top beam when the front end of the top beam is subjected to rapid impact load. It can be seen from the diagram that lower initial inflation pressure of the buffer cavity causes the vertical displacement of the top beam to have larger fluctuation amplitude and longer stabilization time. Moreover, the lower initial inflation pressure also leads to a greater change in the vertical displacement after stabilization and is more likely
to cause the instability of the support. When the initial inflation pressure is low, the frequency difference of displacement change is small. When the initial inflation pressure is high, the displacement change frequency is significantly accelerated and can quickly reach stability. Therefore, in order to ensure the working stability of the support, the initial inflation pressure of the novel balance jack buffer cavity should not be less than 40 MPa.

![Figure 11](image1.png)

**Figure 11.** (a) Schematic diagram of vertical displacement change in the centroid of top beam. (b) Displacement change in vertical direction of the centroid of top beam.

Based on the above analysis, considering the force of the balance jack hinge point, the stability of the hydraulic support and the impact on itself, the initial inflation pressure of the buffer cavity was set to 40–45 MPa, and the buffer effect was better.

### 4.2. Influence of Length of Buffer Cavity

The initial inflation pressure in the buffer cavity was set to 40 MPa, and the length of the buffer cavity was set to 65, 85, 105, 125, and 145 mm. The mechanical response and motion response characteristics of the novel balance jack under the same impact load were compared and analyzed.

Figure 12 is the force change diagram of the hinge point between the top beam and the balance jack when the front end of the top beam is subjected to rapid impact load. It can be seen from the figure that with the increase in the length of the buffer cavity, the peak force and stable force of the hinge point increases as a whole. With the increase in the length of the buffer cavity, the fluctuation frequency is lower, and the time the balance jack needs to stabilize is longer. The reason is that when the initial inflation pressure of the buffer cavity is the same and the buffer cavity is compressed at the same distance, the shorter the initial length of the buffer cavity is, the greater the buffer force is, and the more energy absorbed in the buffer process is, the better the buffer effect is. Therefore, from the point of view of the force of the balance jack hinge point, the length of buffer cavity should be shortened as much as possible under the same initial inflation pressure of buffer cavity.

![Figure 12](image2.png)

**Figure 12.** (a) The force comparison of hinge point between top beam and the balance jack. (b) Peak force and stable force of hinge point.
Figure 13 is the response diagram of the velocity and peak fitting of velocity fluctuation of the piston rod of the balance jack when the front end of the top beam is subjected to a rapid impact load. It can be seen from the figure that the longer the length of buffer cavity is, the greater the maximum velocity of the piston rod is, the lower the fluctuation frequency is, and the longer the time to stabilize is. The reason is that the initial charging pressure of the buffer cavity is the same. The longer the buffer cavity is, the smaller the equivalent force is generated under the same compression distance. The less the energy absorbed in the buffer process is, the easier it is to be compressed, and the worse the buffer effect is. The longer the buffer cavity length is, the slower the velocity attenuation is. At the same time, with the increase in buffer cavity length, the greater the peak velocity fluctuation is, the greater the inertial impact is, and the more likely it is to cause damage to the balance jack. In addition, when the length of buffer cavity is between 85 mm and 105 mm, the change rate of the maximum velocity of the piston rod is the largest. Therefore, in order to reduce the impact on the balance jack and achieve a better buffer effect, the buffer cavity length should be less than 105 mm.

![Figure 13](image)

Figure 13. (a) Speed comparison of piston rod. (b) Peak fitting of velocity fluctuation.

Figure 14 is the response diagram of displacement change in vertical direction of the centroid of top beam when the front end of the top beam is subjected to rapid impact load. The figure shows that under the same initial inflation pressure, the buffer cavity length is longer, the vertical displacement of the top beam has larger fluctuation amplitude and lower frequency, and the time needed to stabilize is longer. Moreover, the longer buffer cavity length also leads to the greater the change in the vertical displacement after stabilization and is more likely to cause the instability of the support. Therefore, in order to ensure the working stability of the support, the length of buffer cavity should be shortened as much as possible under the same initial pressure.

![Figure 14](image)

Figure 14. Displacement change in vertical direction of the centroid of top beam.

Based on the above analysis, considering the force of the balance jack hinge point, the stability of the hydraulic support and the impact on itself, when the initial inflation
pressure of the buffer cavity is 40–45 MPa and the length is less than 105 mm, the buffer effect is better.

5. Conclusions

In order to solve the problem that the balance jack easily to fails under frequent impact load and to improve the impact resistance of hydraulic support, an improved multi-adaptive response balance jack was proposed in this paper. The energy dissipation characteristics of the novel balance jack were analyzed, the mechanical response characteristics of the novel balance jack and the traditional balance jack under different impact loads were compared and analyzed, and the different influencing factors on the dynamic performance of the novel balance jack were discussed. The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) By comparing and analyzing the mechanical response characteristics of the two kinds of balance jacks under different impact loads, it can be concluded that compared with the traditional balance jack, the novel balance jack with multi-adaptive response proposed in this paper can reduce the peak force of the hinge point by about 24.6%, and the fluctuation frequency was significantly reduced under the ultimate load condition at the front end of the top beam, which performs an effective buffer protection role;

(2) When the high-pressure gas is used to buffer, with the decrease in the initial inflation pressure of the buffer cavity, the stable force of the hinge point increases, and the fluctuation of the piston rod velocity and the top beam vertical displacement is more violent. When the initial inflation pressure is less than or equal to 45 MPa, the lower the initial inflation pressure is, the greater the peak force of the hinge point is. When the initial inflation pressure is greater than 45 MPa, the higher the initial inflation pressure is, the greater the maximum force of the hinge point is;

(3) When the high-pressure gas is used to buffer, with the increase in the length of the buffer cavity, the peak force and stable force of the hinge point increase, and the velocity of the piston rod and the vertical displacement of the top beam fluctuate more violently. When the initial inflation pressure of the buffer cavity is 40–45 MPa and the initial length of the buffer cavity is less than 105 mm, the buffer effect is better.

This novel type of balance jack with multi-adaptive responses performs effectively to resist impact pressure and reduce the failure rate of the balance jack, which is of great significance to improve the impact resistance of hydraulic support and ensure the working reliability of hydraulic support.

6. Patents

An Impact-Resistant Balanced Hydro-Cylinder with Pressure Relief and Buffering Protection.
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